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Follow Your Star . . . in Bas Relief
—Kelly Lance, OR

PLANNING THE PROJECT
Bas relief is two-dimensional sculpture that is built starting from the
background and moving up towards the viewer. This means you will have
to do quite a bit of planning, but it is a great and useful technique to
learn.
To begin, you will need to either choose or draw a picture from
which to work. Keep in mind that details will equal time spent, so if you
are under a time crunch, be sure to keep the scene simple. I find that
greeting cards are always a good source of inspiration for this kind of
project.
The scene shown in this project was completed on a 10” round
plaque, but could certainly have been done to a larger scale to take
center stage on a sheet cake. You may wish to cut an oval cardboard
template to the size of the sheet cake with which you are working. Place
the scene inside the oval and delineate with a border. By marking off the
space of the oval, you reduce the amount of square inches that will need
to be detailed, but you’re still putting a design on the cake that makes
sense spatially.
If I were putting this on a sheet cake, I would cover the entire cake
with marbled fondant and build the scene inside that oval template. I
would add the stars all over the cake, but stop the dots at the edges of
the oval template, giving a clear focus point. The words, “Happy Birthday!” or “Welcome, Baby!” could go around the outside edge.

GUM PASTE INGREDIENT PROPORTIONS
The features of these animals are very important and will give them
life and personality. You may find it desirable to use gum paste to which
you have added some extra Tylose or CMC ahead of time. Experiment
with ingredient proportions specific to your area’s humidity and remember that those proportions will change, depending on the weather. If you
are working with very soft gum paste or large pieces of paste, you will
need the extra holding power to make sure that your figure dries in the
shape you intended. The modeling will be shallower with this technique,
so any relaxation of the paste will show quite a bit.

THE RIGHT TOOLS
You can buy a set of very small modeling tools if your larger tools are
too unwieldy, or you can improvise with what you already have around
the house. Different sizes of pins will work wonders here. You will be
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using the heads as ball tools to make just the right size indentations for
eyes, ears and facial features.

BACKGROUND DETAILS
I started with the background and colored some white fondant with
royal blue color, mixing it well enough only to partially distribute the
color and leave some marbling plainly visible. You can also achieve this
look with an airbrush. Just make sure you allow enough time to let the
background dry thoroughly so that it can be touched while you work on
building the scene.
Bas relief depends on the artist being able to lay down the background pieces (in this case the boat and sail) and then making indentations into which you will set the items that need to appear closer to the
viewer. Because these figures are fairly complicated and I find it difficult to be able to indent the background so that the foreground will fit
exactly, I build the figures separately first and then poke them in place. I
have trouble working with “negative space,” so this works for me.
Make several copies of your drawn patter, leaving at least one copy
intact so you can see what you are supposed to be doing. The other copies will be cut apart so you will have a template on which to build your
figures.
I have two pieces of upholstery plastic that I have stitched together
on one side. Usually I use this to store pieces that I have cut while I am
working with other pieces, but this time I used it to build my figures. The
plastic is transparent and when the figures were dry, they peeled right
off. You could also build the figures right on the paper if you put shortening on it. By building my figures this way, I know that my outlines will be
exactly what I want when I assemble all the pieces.

THE TOP RAIL
Make the top rail for the sail so that it can dry while you work on the
animals. Use either a wood grain impression mat or a tool to put the pattern on, and lay it out so that it curves like the picture.

THE KANGAROO
I started with the kangaroo's neck. Roll a bit of paste into a sausage
and apply it to the plastic covered picture. Use a palette knife to make
sure that it stays inside the lines. Make sure the pieces have some dimensionality to them and are not just flat puzzle pieces. Roll another bit
of the brown paste into the basic shape of the head/snout and do the
same thing with that.
Really look at your characters. Are the cheeks pronounced? Are the
eyes deep set? Where are the laugh lines? All these details will need to
be marked. The picture of the kangaroo shows this step. Remember that
. . . / continued on page 8
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President's
Perspective
Dear ICES Friends,
With this last message as your ICES President, I bid you a fond adieu. When I ran for election, I stated that I thought I
still had a few good years left in me. I dusted off some of my old skills and I hope that I have been able to use them in a way
that has produced a useful contribution during these past three years.
I am very pleased and proud to have been part of updating the presentation of ICES to the world, both online and in
print. During the last two years we have seen our web site transformed into something other webmasters have described
as “elegant.” To safeguard our members' credit card security, we established an account with PayPal, one of the most
secure internet payment methods available. In addition, we now have an eye catching and very professional brochure that
not only describes our organization and its benefits, but is almost always picked up and carried off whenever it is placed
on a table inviting others to join ICES. We have also increased the number of color pages in our newsletter at very minimal
expense because we wanted to be able to give you more information and step-by-step tutorials that many of you indicated
you would like to see.
To help promote ICES, members and chapters may now purchase a beautiful ICES banner at a modest cost. I hope by
now you have discovered ICES’ presence on several social networks. Social networking has proved to be a very useful tool
in exchanging information regarding Days of Sharing, meetings, classes, and personal experiences of our members.
ICES is now on YouTube! Over a year ago I agreed to video a demonstration of making daisies my way. My talented
daughter served as camera operator and editor. The video was uploaded to YouTube and a link was placed on the ICES web
site. To my surprise, so far it has been viewed over 173,000 times! We also have a very nice selection of instructional videos
shared by other members. You will find those links on our web site, as well as an invitation to submit your own.
I am also happy to have had a part in the selection of two future convention sites at a much lower cost than we have
seen in many years. Since I believe surveys and statistics are very useful tools in planning and judging whether efforts are
bringing about the intended results, I am very pleased to have helped establish a survey method that helps us measure and
respond to our member’s stated preferences.
Membership is back up to over 4,000. I am so thrilled to have been part of helping ICES stop the flow of membership
loss and to witness the steady gain, and finally be able to cheer when our membership number at last went above the
4,000 mark after so many years. I hope that number will continue to increase.
While I am very pleased with the progress we have made during my tenure as President, old habits are hard to break.
Since my background is mostly in the financial sector, I find myself constantly vigilant and concerned for our financial
health. Despite a challenging nationwide economic situation that has adversely affected many, our organization has remained strong. I urge the organization to remember that as long as we maintain a conservative approach to spending, we
should be able to continue keeping our costs reasonable for dues and conventions for years to come.
I extend my very best wishes to our incoming President, and wish for her a term as fulfilling as mine has been. Thank
you for your support and good wishes these past two years. I will always treasure the friends I have made through ICES.

Glenda Galvez
ICES President
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Upcoming Events
The South Carolina ICES Day of
Sharing will be in the Charleston area
at THE TRAIN STATION in Summerville,
SC on September 19. The program will
start at 10:00 a.m. For updated information, please visit scices.org and click on
"Events."
The Ohio Chapter of ICES welcomes
everyone to a Saturday filled with classes followed by a Sunday Day of Sharing
on September 25 and 26 at the Crowne
Plaza North Hotel in Columbus. Classes
will be given by guest instructors Kim
Morrison, Gary Silverthorn and Barbara
Green. These same teachers, joined by
several members of the Ohio Chapter,
will return on Sunday for a full day of
demonstrations. In addition, there will be
vendors, prize drawings and lunch served
by the hotel. The Day of Sharing is $25 for
ICES members and $35 for non-members.
Classes are individually priced. For more
information, please visit the Ohio ICES
web site at ohioices.org.
The Florida Chapter of ICES will host
a Day of Sharing Sunday, September
26 in Daytona Beach, FL. There will be
great demonstrations, and lunch will be
provided to those who pre-register. Bring
your sugar arts to display and enter in
our raffle. The raffle benefits the Florida
Chapter of ICES scholarship program. For
registration forms, please visit our web
site at flices.org and if you have any questions, contact Merrie Lee by e-mail at
merrielee@cakes-etc.com.
Nicholas Lodge will be teaching in
Indianapolis, Indiana on October 3 and
4. For information about classes, please
contact the ICES Representative Marsha
Brooks at 317-347-9604.
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. . . and Caring
ICES condolences are sent to Oklahoma ICES member Robin VanHoozer,
whose father died recently. Sympathy
cards may be sent to Robin VanHoozer.
2270 Bradford Lane, Newcastle, OK
73065.
We're so sorry to report that Kim
Sanchez's husband Tommy lost his battle
with cancer in June. Tommy and Kim have
two sons, Zachary who is 21 and Jordan
who is 14. Sympathy cards may be sent to
Kim Sanchez, 6672 Ruxton Lane, Austin,
TX 78749.
If you have membership questions,
please contact Helen Osteen.
Helen Osteen
ICES Membership Coordinator
2502 Esther Avenue
Pasadena, TX 77502-3239
Phone 713-204-3218
Fax 877-261-8560
ICESmembership@osteenjewelry.com

Upcoming Conventions
and Midyear Dates
To help you arrange your calendar, the
dates and locations for upcoming ICES
Conventions and Midyear Meetings
are listed below. You are invited to
plan to spend extra time touring these
beautiful areas.
Conventions
August 12-15, 2010—San Diego, CA
August 4-7, 2011—Charlotte, NC
August 2-5, 2012—Reno, NV
Midyear Meeting
March 10-13, 2011—Reno, NV
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Executive Committee
Glenda Galvez, President
Chairman of the Board
3606 Grant St.
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
Ph 940-692-3100
Wk 940-692-6565
E-mail glenda@auntglendascakes.com
Edith Powers, Vice President
45166 Chartin Lane
St. Amant, LA 70774-4223
Ph 225-675-5796; e-mail edichpowers@eatel.net
CT, NH, US VI, Barbados, Dominican 		
Republic, Philippines, Scotland, Tasmania
Cindy Marshall, Recording Secretary
222 Central Avenue
Needham, MA 02494
Ph 781-444-1989
E-mail cakeladycindy@comcast.com
Barbara Sullivan, Corresponding Secretary
233 Thoroughbred Lane
Alabaster, AL 35007
Ph 205-664-8767
E-mail barbscakes@hotmail.com
MI, MN, OK, Gauteng, South Africa, Guam,
Guyana, Rep. of Panama, United Arab Emirates
Twez Shewmake, Treasurer
P.O. Box 1387
Weatherford, TX 76086-1387
Ph 817-599-3553
E-mail IcesTreasurer@gmail.com

Contact the designated Board Member with any concerns in your local
state/area/province/country.

2009 - 2010

ICES Board of Directors

Gerald De Keuster
6800 Vista del Norte NE #913
Albuquerque, NM 87113
Ph 505-345-3105; e-mail gdeketruffles06@comcast.net
CA, FL, MA, OR, Bolivia, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras,
Peru
Mary Jo Dowling
23 Village View Rd.
Westford, MA 01886
Ph 978-692-4964; e-mail mjdices@gmail.com
MD, TX, VA, WA, Bahamas, Japan, Mexico, SK, Saudi
Arabia
Oleta Edwards
2931 A Northland Dr., #101
Columbia, MO 65202-1882
Ph 573-289-8768; e-mail cakewmn@aol.com
AL, MT, NC, RI, AB, Cape South Africa, England
Linda Fontana
5816 S. 104 Ave
Omaha, NE 68127-3034
Ph 402-339-2872; e-mail lcficing@msn.com
DC, DE, ME, MO, WY, Aruba, Australia, Indonesia,
West Indies
Karen Garback
5370 Columbia Road
North Olmsted, OH 44070-4656
Ph 440-801-1420; e-mail pbkaren@sbcglobal.net
GA, LA, SD, NE, Costa Rica, Ecuador, MB, Zimbabwe
Maria Kovacs
107-5070 Fairview Street
Burlington, ON, Canada L7L 0B8
Ph 905-632-8536; e-mail callesur@ca.inter.net
IN, OH, WV, NJ, BC, Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, 		
Maldives

Gayle McMillan
4883 Camellia Lane
Bossier City, LA 71111-5424
Ph 318-746-2812; e-mail gvmcmillan@aol.com
AZ, CO, NV, PR, WI, Argentina, New Zealand, Poland
Helen Osteen
2502 Esther Avenue
Pasadena, TX 77502-3239
Ph 713-204-3218
E-mail ICESmembership@osteenjewelry.com
HI, IL, KS, ND, Ethiopa, Netherlands, Norway, Trinidad
Gwendolyn Scroggins
18262 Lindsay
Detroit, MI 48235
Ph 313-272-4871; e-mail c5cakesbygwen@aol.com
KY, NY, PA, Jamaica, Korea, Natal, Portugal,
South Korea
Rhoda Sheridan
206 NE Blair St.
Sheridan, OR 97378
Ph 503-843-3903; e-mail sheridr@aol.com
AK, MS, VT, Belize, Netherlands Antilles, QC, Sri Lanka
Beth Lee Spinner
12 Timber Trail
Columbia, CT 06237-1418
Ph 860-228-8595; e-mail blspinner@gmail.com
ID, NM, UT, Egypt, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, NS, South
Africa, Venezuela

ICES Founder: Betty Jo Steinman, P.O. Box 825, Howell, MI 48844; e-mail bettyjosteinman@gmail.com.
ICES Newsletter Editor: Grace McMillan, 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK 73044; phone or fax 405-282-3003; e-mail IcesEditor@aol.com.
Membership Coordinator: Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, TX 77502-3239; phone 713-204-3218; fax 877-261-8560; e-mail IcesMembership@osteenjewelry.com.

2009-10 Committee Chairmen
Awards................................................ Mary Jo Dowling
Budget & Finance................................. Twez Shewmake
Bylaws....................................................Rhoda Sheridan
Certification......................................... Mary Jo Dowling
Convention............................................... Linda Fontana
Demonstrations...........................................Helen Osteen
Ethics........................................................Glenda Galvez
Hall of Fame......................................... Twez Shewmake
Historical...............................................Barbara Sullivan
ICES Chapter.......................................Gerald DeKeuster
International............................................... Maria Kovacs
Internet..................................................... Karen Garback
Job Description...........................................Helen Osteen
Logo..............................................Gwendolyn Scroggins
Membership........................................... Gayle McMillan
Minutes Recap..............................Gwendolyn Scroggins
Newsletter............................................. Twez Shewmake
Nominations/Elections.........................Beth Lee Spinner
Property & Records Management...........Cindy Marshall
Publicity................................................... Karen Garback
Representative......................................Beth Lee Spinner
Scholarships............................................. Karen Garback
Vendors/Authors........................................ Edith Powers
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WHOM TO CONTACT and WHERE TO SEND
Checks for any purpose should be made payable to ICES.
Address changes, label corrections and renewal membership dues: ICES Membership, Helen
Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239; phone 713-204-3218; fax 877-261-8560
e-mail IcesMembership@osteenjewelry.com.
New Member Dues, Membership Questions, and Membership Pins: Helen Osteen, 2502
Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239 or ICES Membership, 1740-44th St. SW, Wyoming, MI
49509.
Newsletter Back Issues: While supplies last, the 11 most recent back issues are available for
sale. Please indicate which issues you are ordering. Back issue prices are $5 each in the U.S.
Outside the U.S., back issues are $7.50 for the first issue, plus $7 for each additional issue mailed
to the same address. To order back issues, mail check or money order (payable to ICES) to ICES
Newsletter Editor, Grace McMillan, 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK 73044. US funds only.
Newsletter Ads: ICES Newsletter Editor, Grace McMillan, 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK
73044-7806, phone or fax 405-282-3003, e-mail IcesEditor@aol.com. Ads must be received by
the 25th of the month, two months preceding issue month.
Membership Brochures and Banners for Publicity: Karen Garback, 5370 Columbia Rd., North
Olmstead, OH 44070. Phone 440-801-1420, e-mail pbkaren@sbcglobal.net.

2010 Show Directors, San Diego, CA:
Elden and Tami Jones
3808 Pinto Place, Spring Valley, CA 91977; Phone or fax 619-303-8296
E-mail elden_jones@yahoo.com and tamicakes@cox.net
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Basic Table Draping
—Donna Davis, OK
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Choose fabric to match the event color or buy basic colors (black,
ivory or white) to use again and again. Note that polyester fabric
edges don't ravel. If you choose another fabric, finish the edges to
eliminate raveling.
Buy two pieces of fabric, each 60" wide by 120" long (6¾ yards).
Cut one piece of fabric in half, making two 30" wide by 120" long
sections. With right sides together, sew the 30" pieces on each end of
the 60" wide pieces with French seams. Press.
Fold your fabric in half. Fold it again in the other direction, creating
a square. Use a pencil or piece of chalk tied in a string to mark the
radius of your circle from the center fold corner to the edges.
Cut out the circle and finish the edges with a shirttail hem.
Create contrasting and complimenting toppers for your tablecloth.
Use tassels, lace, trim, and other decorative elements to decorate.
Sew another contrasting colored (smaller) circle and place on top of
your table cloth, or buy square or round doilies, sheers or drapes,
etc., and arrange artistically. Feel free to mix and match textures,
sizes and shapes of fabrics and decorative trim. If there are fabric
overflows, either drape artistically or tuck under the table.
Shop arts and crafts shows and fabric and hobby stores to find interesting elements. Match the event's colors with decorative elements,
fabric and/or place settings.
Be sure to use a footed plate on table cloth designs that have a lot of
fabric. The feet will elevate the plate's flat surface above bunched or
layered fabric, keeping the cake level.
Note that you might also consider using king size bed sheets to make
your table cloth, adjusting for different panel sizes.
August 2010
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Follow Your Star . . .
wherever you put pressure with
your tool, the paste will become
thinner on that spot, but the paste
that you displace will move elsewhere. The trick here is to control
that displaced paste and make it
go where it will add to the dimensional look.
Continue with the kangaroo
by adding the tan sections, white
eyeball, black pupil and nose.

THE RHINOCEROS
Follow the same process with
the rhinoceros. Make his hands
first, followed by his right ear and
horn. Make sure you indent with
a ball tool so that these are still
separate pieces, but they set down
into the first layer. Make his sleeve
next, and then his head. Later on
we will fool the eye into thinking
he is a bit more 3-D with some
judicious shading.

THE CROCODILE
The crocodile's dark green
scales went down first, and then
his head and neck. I also ran a
tracing wheel over his body to give
him some pattern. When you make
the socket for the eye, poke in with
your ball tool and give it a tiny lift
upwards to create an eyebrow
ridge. Make nostrils the same way.

THE GIRAFFE
The giraffe was next. Her body
was built a little at a time. The
chest/neck went on first, and then
the bum. These were indented to
accept the placement of the arms.
Page 

The fuzz on the ears went on next
in a ring rather than a solid piece
because I needed to be able to hollow the ear a bit to give dimension.
I wanted to differentiate between
the top of the head (which is
farther back) and the nose/chin
section of the head (which is closer
to the viewer), so I put them on in
sections rather than as one piece.
You can clearly see the cheeks,
nose and chin without a great
deal of effort. If you have trouble
figuring out where the smile lines
go, stand in front of a mirror and
smile. Put the lines on her face
where you see them on yours. Add
the nose and horns, as well as a
tuft of hair on the top of her head.

THE BOAT AND SAIL
The sail was made up of quilt
pieces. Cut a piece of lavender
paste the size of the entire sail
and make tabs on the top that fold
down over the top rail of the mast
and button to the sail. Cut the quilt
pattern pieces apart and mark
them so you can cut all the samecolored pieces at once. I used a
Donna Dewberry impression mat
to add texture to the fabric and
a little “cup” that holds the leg of
my sofa up off the carpet. I left the
pink squares plain, intending to
embellish them later. I also ran a
PME tracing wheel along the quilt
squares to add stitching lines. Lay
the sail in position, place the top
rail, fold the tabs up over it and
add buttons. Complete the embellishing and painting at this time.
August 2010

. . . / continued from page 3

THE CUSHION
Form the giraffe's cushion
on the plastic, make sure it is
the right shape and lay it on the
background. Since the giraffe has
already been formed, make an
indentation on the pillow using the
paper pattern and place the figure.

AND SO ON
Pop the kangaroo and crocodile in place, and make the body
of the elephant using the same
techniques described above.

THE BOAT BODY
Use light tan paste that has
disco dust mixed in and rough in
the shape of the entire boat. Part
of this shape will end up being the
bottom of the boat and part of it
will be covered with planks. Roll
out brown paste, impress with a
wood grain mat or draw the pattern with a tool. I used a small JEM
strip cutter to cut the planks and
laid them in place over the base
shape. Make sure you separate
the planks so that the pattern is
mixed up a bit. Cut and add planks
for the rudder. Be sure to make
impressions on the boat where the
rhinoceros will go. Make a “stain”
for the planking by mixing some
brown pigment with vodka or pure
lemon extract, and brush it carefully over the wood. I made the
stain fairly thin so the color of the
boat didn't overpower the scene.

THE FINAL ELEMENTS
When the stain is dry, roll
ICES Newsletter

out the blanket and add texture.
Gather the blanket up around the
giraffe and arrange so it will be in
front of the elephant's body but
behind his left leg.
Add the rhinoceros to the
scene. Now it is time to make the
rest of the elephant. His right ear
will need to go on first and then
the head/trunk and left leg. The
last part to be added is his left ear.

SHADING AND PAINTING
Shading helps add dimension
to your project. For this piece, the
light source was coming from the
top right, so all the shading was
placed to the left side of character
lines and down towards the bottom of the piece. Highlights were
placed to the right side of the lines
and up towards the top of the
piece.
As a general rule of thumb,
you will want to shade any part of
the project that has layers. The rhinoceros was made with gray paste,
so I shaded it with a dark purple
dust and a ¼” flat brush. The line

where the head goes over the
left arm was shaded because the
light on the arm would logically be
blocked by the head and nose. The
character lines were shaded with
a thinner brush (either a liner or a
#1 or #2 round), as were the lines
between the toes. All the animals
were shaded in the same way following the same logic.
Anywhere the light would be
blocked by something else received a bit of shading; how dark
the shading depended on how
much light would be obscured.
Don't forget to add white highlights to the eyeballs and noses.
Paint the spots on the giraffe
and the elephant. I generally paint
details with a 00000 liner brush
and make round dots with the end
of a stylus or the heads of various
sizes of pins.
Sprinkle the dots and stars on
the background in an arrangement
that fits the shape of your cake.
Editor's note: See final project
color photos on page 25.

ICES newsletter contributor
Kelly Lance has been decorating and teaching for 16 years.
In addition to teaching, Kelly
enjoys participating and judging cake shows. She has several
new written and DVD projects
in the works, but is never happier than when she is up to her
elbows in something sweet.
Kelly also enjoys participating in ICES Conventions and
Days of Sharing. In 2008 she
earned the title of ICES Certified Master Sugar Artist.

Check out our all-new web site!
www.pohlmanscakes.com
View new pictures of our molds.
Now available: Standing Turkey Kit!
Phone 660-839-2231

ICES Newsletter
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Carnations My Way
—Glenda Galvez, TX

SUPPLIES
Nonstick board, roller, firm foam pad, carnation cutter (I used one made
by JEM), ball tool, wooden skewers or lollypop sticks, small scissors, gum
glue (Tylose or CMC powder mixed with a small amount of warm water),
calyx cutter (I used one made by Orchard), your favorite gum paste tinted
with your chosen color (I used a light pink), along with a small amount of
green tinted gum paste to use for the calyx. In addition, I find it helpful to
have available a small amount of shortening and some cornstarch if the
humidity is high in your work area.

TECHNIQUE
Begin by rolling out enough gum paste to cut three carnation circles.
Your paste needs to be medium thin. For this particular flower I left my
cut out paste pieces uncovered to dry out on the edges slightly. Ordinarily this is something you would be careful to avoid, but I wanted a somewhat ragged edge to give the flowers a more realistic appearance.

Place the first carnation circle on the foam pad. Using the small end of
the ball tool, thin every other scallop of the cutout with a scrubbing motion. The idea is to get it very thin and if it gets a tiny bit ragged, that will
only add to the finished appearance. Go back around the cutout and thin
the remaining scallops.

Once you have finished thinning the scallops, you should have a ruffled,
slightly ragged cutout. Use scissors to create a short fringe effect by cutting into the scallops.

Brush the underside of your cutout with just enough gum glue to moisten it. Choose a long lollypop stick if you want a long stem carnation. If
you want to be able to push the flower directly into your cake, choose a
Page 10
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shorter wooden skewer. I used a 4 ½ inch skewer for this example. With
the moistened side up, insert the skewer through the center of the cutout so that it slides through your fingers as you hold it, and comes to rest
about 1/3 inch from the edge.

Fold the bottom half of your cutout over the skewer and gently allow the
edges to meet. Smooth across the skewer so that it is secured within the
paste. Apply a small amount of gum glue to the outside half of the semicircle. Fold the outside to the center so that it meets and attaches at this
point. Turn the flower over, and apply another small amount of gum glue
to the remaining half of the semi-circle and fold this last outside edge
to the center, attaching lightly. Begin to gently squeeze the base of the
flower with your fingers so that it forms a rounded shape.

Repeat the steps to thin and fringe the next carnation cutout. When you
have completed this step, apply a small amount of gum glue over the
underside. Again, with the moistened side up, insert the skewer with the
first stage of your flower into the center of this cutout so that it slides
through your fingers as you hold it. Crumple the bottom cutout with
your fingers so that it attaches around the base of the first stage piece.
Squeeze gently so that it is equally gathered all around. At this point it
is sometimes helpful to hang the flower upside down for a few minutes
to give it time to dry slightly and keep its shape better. By the time you
complete ruffling and fringing the remaining cutout, your flower will usually be ready for the final assembly steps.

Lightly apply gum glue to the underside of the third cutout and insert
the skewered flower through the center just as you did on the first two;
allowing it to rest in the cradle of your fingers. Using your fingers, gently squeeze this final layer and gather it around the base of your flower.
Again, you may hang it upside down while you prepare the calyx.

Roll out the green paste thinly and cut your calyx. Brush the underside
with a small amount of gum glue and insert your flower skewer, guiding the calyx so that it fits snugly around the base of the flower. To finish
neatly, wrap the skewer with green florist tape.
ICES Newsletter
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Glenda's Favorite Gum Paste Recipes
I have been asked many times what
recipe I use for my gum paste. I am always
happy to share that information. Actually,
I use more than one recipe and often mix
them to achieve the results I want.
One of the tried and true gum paste
recipes used by many is the one made from a
royal icing based recipe.
Please note that raw egg whites help
to make a very good paste, but if you are
hesitant to use these because of the risk of
salmonella, you might choose either reconstituted pasteurized dried egg whites or a
commercial meringue mix to prepare your
royal icing.
I have used all the above, depending on
what I felt would be best for my project. I
have found that royal icing made with standard meringue mix produces very satisfactory results most of the time.
Wilton published a good royal icing
recipe and I use it often to start my favorite
gum paste recipes.
3 tbsp. meringue powder
4 c. powdered sugar
6 tbsp. warm water
Combine in mixer bowl and beat on low
for approximately 10 minutes.
I mix two teaspoons of Tylose or CMC
powder into a cup of royal icing and thoroughly combine that until it becomes a
thick paste. Turn it out onto a counter that
has been rubbed with shortening and work
about a tablespoon of shortening into the
paste until it becomes less sticky.
If you start with stiff royal icing, you will
end up with a more stiff paste immediately;
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but if you start with a less stiff royal icing, you
may need to add additional powdered sugar.
This produces a white paste that resists humidity and dries quickly.
Another recipe I often use is a very
simple one.
Sprinkle 2½ teaspoons of Tylose or CMC
powder on a counter that you have first
rubbed with a bit of shortening. Knead about
a pound of commercial fondant into the powder. This gives better results if you let it sit for
a few hours wrapped tightly in plastic wrap.
I try never to be without a dry gum paste
mix developed by Shirley Jackson and sold by
CK Products. It may also be available through
other sources, but this is the only source I
know about. When mixed as directed, the
resulting paste gives very reliable results.
If you live in an area where the humidity levels vary wildly, you might want to try
some of the combinations with which I have
experimented. When conditions are very
dry, I choose the commercial fondant/Tylose
mixture alone, or add about one third of the
paste made with Shirley Jackson’s recipe. You
can roll this very thinly, but you will want to
keep it covered because it will dry quickly.
When conditions are humid, I choose to
use the royal icing paste recipe. Sometimes I
use it alone, or if it does not cooperate, I mix
in a portion of one of the other pastes until I
achieve the texture and drying time I need.
I have discovered that there are no
absolutes in the world of sugar art and I
encourage you to experiment. I promise
that the world will not come crashing down
if you don’t follow a recipe exactly. I have
blundered many times into developing and
creating some of my favorite techniques and
concoctions.
ICES Newsletter
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Earlene's Turkey Feathers
—Earlene Moore, TX
Purchase a box of Sculpey® (polymer clay) to make a feather veiner.
The Sculpey® stays soft until it is baked. The dough is usually very firm
until it is kneaded and then it gets pliable. Knead 6 oz. to make an 8“
turkey feather veiner. Note that Sculpey® is not a food safe product, so
don’t make molds for chocolate or fondant from it. For this project, the
rice paper is not an absorbing product and the feathers will not be eaten.
When Sculpey® is pliable, form into a turkey feather shape and begin
to flatten it by hand. You will need a rolling pin or dowel rod to be used
only for the Sculpey®, as it leaves a fine film on the roller. Be sure to
mark the rolling pin so you don’t use it with other food items.
Roll out the Sculpey® piece on heavy duty tin foil. Lay a skewer on
top as shown and embed it into the Sculpey®. Using the back of a table
knife, press at an angle just to the center vein until you have an embedded vein in the Sculpey®. Leave approximately 1/8" between veins, as
shown. Continue veining around the perimeter of the feather.
Place the foil and veiner on a flat cookie sheet. Bake according to
box directions, or at 275º for approximately 15 minutes if the piece is
about ¼” thick.
Make multiple veiners if you are going to need a lot of these feathers because it takes hours for the wafer paper feather to dry and release
from the veiner. That means you might be able to make only one or two
feathers a day with one veiner, depending on your humidity level.
Once the veiner is baked, go over the tops very lightly with shortening on your fingers. Try not to get shortening down in the veins. Wipe
with a paper towel to remove nearly all of the shortening. If feathers
won’t release from veiners, repeat the shortening process.
A pattern is included for the 8” by 3” feathers (see page 20). Acquire
a plastic box or very heavy plastic bags to store them because wafer paper is very susceptible to moisture.
Note that when the Sculpey® veiner is removed from the oven, it will
tend to curl as it dries. Check often, flatten as necessary and lay on a cold
surface to finish cooling.

MAKE THE FEATHERS
Place the pattern sheet on page 20 on a table top or lap desk. Lay
the rice paper sheet over the pattern and trace around the outlines
lightly with a pencil. For larger or smaller feathers, make a new pattern.
It takes two of the feather shapes to make one feather. Make multiple sheets of patterns and cut them out as needed or to make them
easier to store.
ICES Newsletter
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You will also need one ¾” by 8” strip of wafer paper with a long tapered point at one end per feather. These give extra stability around the
supporting skewer and you will have less breakage.
Wrap multiple skewers with white ¼” wide florist tape.
Cut out feathers and store in a hard plastic container where they
won’t get bent, damaged or exposed to moisture.
Put vodka into a spray bottle and label the bottle. Lay one feather
shape with the textured side down on the veiner. Spray with vodka. Using a stencil ¾” round brush, dab down to encourage wafer paper into
the veining grooves.
Lay the slim strip down the center. Spray with vodka and dab with
the stencil brush. Lay skewer down the center. This strip helps keep the
skewer enclosed in the wafer paper and gives more center support.
Gently and carefully place another feather shape (with the textured
side up) on the bottom layer, matching the two as well as you can. Spray
with vodka and dab with the stencil brush. Pay special attention to the
area around the skewer and ensure that the rice paper is fitted around
the skewer tightly. I keep a rubber band around my stencil bristles to
keep them tighter and make them more effective. Blot the mold and
feather gently to clean off excess vodka.
I discovered that a window screen with a ¼" metal frame was absolutely perfect to hold the wafer paper down while it was drying and it
also stops some of the curling.
Place the veiner with the wet wafer paper feather on a flat surface.
Place a length of tulle over the feather to keep the feather from actually
touching the screen. Place the screen on top of that. As you will note,
there is room to dry multiple feathers under this one screen. Full cans of
pop or green beans, etc. will hold the screen down on top of the feather.
You can also wrap the veiner tightly in tulle and pin as tightly as possible. This works pretty well if you don’t have a screen to use. Notice the
pins at the top of the veiner in the third photo on page 19.
Be aware that perfection does not happen very often when making these turkey feathers. Nearly all of the feathers come out a bit too
ruffled, or have slight breaks in the wafer paper. However, most will still
look like turkey feathers when you are finished with them.
If you think the feathers are too ruffled, spray both sides of the
feather again with vodka. The wafer paper feather will be very stiff. Carefully blot the excess liquid from the feather and surrounding surfaces.
Allow to sit for a few minutes. The wafer paper will soften and you can
flatten out the ruffled areas gently with your fingers. The veining seems
to stay through this process.
Make cardboard folders to flatten out the wafer paper. You will need
a 7” x 10” piece of cardboard. Cut a line through only the outer layer
down the center as shown in the photo on page 19. Fold the cardboard
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in half and place a rubber band around it to hold it closed. Mark the
center on one end of both pieces of the cardboard. Use an X-Acto™ knife
to cut a matching groove on both sides for the skewer to rest in. A folded
piece of wax paper is used to line the cardboard for the feather to dry
inside.
Place a rubber band on each end of the folded cardboard and press
with feather enclosed. Leave for several hours or overnight. Yes, the
feather will dry out inside the cardboard press. The photo on the right
shows the dry feather ready to remove from the cardboard press.
Trim at the base of each feather and around the top as necessary
with small scissors or an X-Acto™ knife. Be careful with the knife because
the feather is now brittle and pieces are easily broken.
These can be stored as is, or airbrushed and then stored.

AIRBRUSHING
Mix Americolor™ Airbrush chocolate brown and a very small amount
of Airbrush leaf green together. This takes down the red tone in the
brown coloring. Airbrush lightly on both sides of the feather. Allow to
dry, and repeat until the desired coloring is reached. Airbrush down the
skewer at the base of the feather so that it has some of the brown tone
to blend in with your feathers.
If you get the feather too wet while airbrushing, it will begin to curl
or ruffle and then it has to go back into the cardboard press to flatten it
out. It is better to lightly airbrush and dry, airbrush and dry again, until
the desired color is reached. Use a felt tip marker such as an Americolor™ food pen to mark the black lines on the feathers on both sides.
I make up multiple feathers and airbrush all of them at the same
time. Then I take the feathers to my chair lap desk and watch a movie as
I put the lines on. Drawing the feathers on the wafer paper and cutting
them out are also done on that lap desk while watching a movie, because it's boring, repetitious work that doesn't require much thought.
Earlene Moore has been working, taking classes and teaching
the sugar arts for over 40 years. She is a charter member of ICES
and owns a cake shop. She has been very active in local cake shows
and has held the titles of Representative and Alternate in her state.
Earlene has written articles on cake decorating and has had numerous cake pictures published in many magazines. She has served on
the Board of Directors, as well as on several committees, and was
elected ICES President in 1987. She has also demonstrated at many
conventions. It is her love and service to ICES that made her a worthy recipient of the 2004 Wilbur Brand Memorial Service Award.
ICES Newsletter
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TURKEY FEATHERS PATTERN

—Earlene Moore, TX
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CONVENTION CHECKLIST
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The most important thing to remember when packing your suitcase for convention is COMFORT. Bring comfortable shoes and comfortable clothes. Comfortable attire is even encouraged for the banquet this year.
If you are flying internationally, don't forget to bring your passport and other necessary identification.
Credit cards, cash and/or traveler's checks are a must for the Vendor's Room!
Throw in a sweater and umbrella, just in case.
Sometimes convention centers are chilly; I always throw in a pair of socks for warmth.
Don't forget to package all creams and liquids in clear plastic bags before placing in the suitcase.
Your sugar art displays, complete with "How Did They Do It?" descriptions.
Your camera and/or video camera; don't forget extra memory cards!
Extra storage for those tools you plan to tuck into the corners of your suitcases.
Speaking of tools, bring along an inventory of your cake supplies, so you know what you have, and what
you need to buy.
A notebook for classes and demos and if you have room and weight allowance, your favorite cake books for
authors to sign.
Vacationing "basics" like suntan lotion, sunglasses, San Diego guide books, etc.
Last but certainly not least, DO NOT FORGET to bring along a good attitude and your "happy face." Realize
and plan for the fact that lines will be long and everything will probably not go your way. Remind yourself
as often as necessary: "Everyone here is a volunteer and I should thank them for their service. Where else
can I get a demo for $8?"

ICES Newsletter
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How Did They Do It?
Each issue of the ICES newsletter
has photographs of cakes and other
sugar art that were displayed at the
annual ICES Convention. The cooperation of the artists who completed these
beautiful works of art has enabled us to
share information about some of these
displays.

Photos on Page 13
Mary Jo Dowling, MA—The cake
was inspired by sailor's valentines. The top medallion was hand
painted with food coloring and depicts the Edgartown lighthouse on
Martha's Vineyard, MA. The shells
were modeled from gum paste and
dusted with petal dusts. The roping was made of fondant and the
sand was granulated brown sugar.
The cake was accented with edible
pearls.
Arlene Haase, SD—12” and 7”
rounds were covered with fondant
and edged with a ruler border, also
made of fondant. Thread spools,
buttons and patches were all made
with fondant mixed with Tylose.
Melonie Stanger, GA—The 3-D
guitar was covered with marbled
fondant. Knobs were made using
silicone molds. The guitar neck was
covered with chocolate fondant
and the frets were made of gum
paste painted with luster dust. The
guitar strings and stand were real.
Jo Ellen Simon, NE—The three
cookie bouquets featured different themes: wedding, sports and
baby shower. The sugar cookies
were baked with a wooden skewer
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to enable them to stand up in
the bouquet. The bride, groom,
cake and heart were covered with
fondant. The bell was painted with
sugar glaze and edible glitter was
sprinkled. Garrett frills were added
to the bride's dress and heart. Fondant plunger flowers were made
for the bride, groom and cake.

Photos on Page 14
Jenny Amaya, Peru—The dinosaurs were made of gum paste and
hand painted with colored liquids
and powders shaded with petal
dusts. Palms were appliquéed
and the foliage was made of gum
paste. The lake was a mixture of
glucose mints and a few drops of
blue food coloring. Lots of petals
powders were used for the different shades on the leaves.
Kathy Norris, SC—This two-tiered
fondant-covered cake was decorated with stripes and circles and
topped with balls and twigs.
Mayra Tafur, Ecuador—The three
tiers of this wedding cake were
covered with fondant and decorated with gum paste lilies, fondant
drapes, brush embroidery and
icing details.
Kathy Scott, SC—This three-tiered
cake was covered with fondant and
decorated with designs in fondant.
Patterns were marked with an
embossing mat and over piped.
Matching bows and borders completed the display.
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Photos on Page 15
Jody Nichye, FL—This 12” x 8” x
6" wedding cake was covered with
rolled fondant and decorated with
piped words around each tier. The
cake was finished with ribbon and
red gum paste roses.
Gretel Steckler, MI—This cake can
be used for birthdays, anniversaries, reunions, etc. The tiers were
covered with buttercream and
then with fondant. The sugar paste
appliqués were completed in advance, colored appropriately and
then artistically applied.
Samantha Lee, IL—This threetiered cake was covered with black
fondant and decorated with pink
gum paste flowers, pearl dust and
wedding ducks.
Tamara Anderson, MN—This
sculpted cake featured modeling
chocolate, royal icing, pastillage
and fondant.

Photos on Page 16
Giesela Robinson, PA—The cake
was covered with rolled fondant
and decorated with cold porcelain anemones. The anemones
were made using 5-petal cutters.
The centers were black and surrounded with stamens. The black
centers were then painted white.
The leaves under each flower were
made with a chrysanthemum cutter.
Kathy Finholt, IA—This four-tiered
hexagon fondant-covered cake was
decorated with assorted candy to
go along with the “Sweet Time in
'09” convention theme. Plastic baICES Newsletter

bies riding orange jelly beans were
included in honor of Cake Wrecks
Naked Mohawk-Baby Carrot Jockeys. The tilted tiers were created
by using Stress Free Cake Supports
with two long legs and two short
legs on each tier. Special thanks
are extended to Susie Kuper and
Nicole Koppes who added most of
the candy in our hotel room the
night before the demo.
Edith de la Flor, FL—Cold porcelain paste was used to model each
animal. Foam board was shaped
into a boat and covered with cold
porcelain paste. This can also be
accomplished with cake and gum
paste.

Judy Wysocki, IL—A 2" foam ball
was used for the baby's head and
another ball was used for the body.
The fondant-covered baby and frog
were held together with wooden
skewers. The flower petals were
formed separately from gum paste.
A short piece of wire was used
under the stem. The flower was
glued together with hot glue and
the baby was placed in the flower.
The frog was carved and covered
with fondant. The flowers were
made from gum paste and placed
in back of the figurine. Food-safe
crushed chalk was used to brush
over the baby and base. The base
was a 1" foam sheet cut to shape
and covered with fondant.

There are only a very few
days left to register your sugar
art display and reserve your
space in the Cake Shack at the
ICES Convention in San Diego,
California.
Late or onsite registrations of sugar art displays will
be placed on a first-come,
first-served basis at the Show
Committee's discretion.
To register your sugar art
display online BEFORE traveling, please visit ices.org, click
on "Convention News" and
select "Sugar Display Registration ONLINE."

Classified Advertisements
COUNTRY KITCHEN SWEETART – Over 12,000 products for the confectionery arts! Visit us online at
www.shopcountrykitchen.com or call 800-497-3927.
Tote Bags For Sale: Hand painted aprons and tote bags with a cake design and polka dot ribbon trim by Barbara Green. You saw them at convention in IL. The totes sold out in just a few minutes. They will not be available
at convention this year. Order yours today. E-mail bobbisdesigns@aol.com.
Sweet Dreams Bakery - We offer professional classes in everything from the Essentials of Cake Baking to the
Rose Master Class. Our student body includes decorators from all across America, South America and Nigeria.
Visit our site at www.sweetdreamsweddingcakes.com for more information and to view our gallery.
Oasisupply.com™ – Wholesale cake decorating supplies. Special ICES discount code. Enter "ICES" in the
search field, click "GO" and then order quantity "1." Speak to a live person by calling 1-800-441-3141.
SUGARCRAFT™ – Visit us at www.sugarcraft.com - fun, easy, and secure . . . order on-line. We carry thousands of cake decorating, cookie, and candy products. If you want it, we have it! ALSO - please visit www.
sugarcraft.org for cake decorator’s message board, ICES news, cake photos, ideas and recipes! We are located
at 3665 Dixie Hwy., Hamilton, OH 45015.
Icing Online Store - For all your cake decorating supplies, we offer what you're looking for. Our selection is
broad, our prices low, and we offer prompt delivery. Visit us at icingonlinestore.com or call 800-710-8122 and
place your order today.
Elegant Lace Impressions – Visit us at www.elegantlacemolds.com. Phone 541-926-0025, fax 541-791-3214.
Flexible, easy-to-use cake decorating molds. Check out our new wraps, medallions, collections and trims!
Culinary Books Preview: Go to Google, type in (Book ID # 68774); Next Advance Search, click on (Culinary
Teachers); Above On Same Page, click on To Advance Search, type in (Adolph Steve Volk) then (Clear Search)
click on Photos Of Books.
ICES Newsletter
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October Issue Deadline: August 25

Newsletter Advertising Policy
Ads for the newsletter must be received by the 25th of the month, two months
preceding issue month (Sept. 25 for Nov. issue). All ads are payable in
advance before publication. Make checks payable to ICES. Ads (except
classified) must be submitted digitally (as e-mail attachments or on CD; see
instructions below) unless otherwise approved by the Newsletter Editor.
All ads received later than the posted deadline are subject to a $100 late fee
and will be accepted only at the discretion of the Newsletter Editor. Any ad
requiring typesetting or an unusual amount of layout or cleanup time may be
billed. Allow four to five days for mail to reach the ICES Newsletter Editor at
324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK 73044, phone or fax 405-282-3003, e-mail
IcesEditor@aol.com. Ad prices are subject to change without notice.
Classified Advertising is $5 per typed line (Times New Roman, size 12), black
and white only. Current ad rates and sizes (width x length) are as follows:
Page Size			
1
/6 page (3¾" x 3¼")			
¼ page (3¾" x 47/8")			
Horizontal ½ page (7½" x 47/8")		
Vertical ½ page (3¾" x 10")		
Full page (7½" x 10")			

Black and White
$ 79.00		
$119.00		
$212.00		
$212.00		
$383.50		

Color
N/A
$207
$368
$368
$667

If you commit to one full year of ads (11 issues), you will be charged only
for 10 ads. If you commit to 6 months of ads, you will receive one ad
free (published in 7 issues). If you pay for the full-year commitment or a
one-half year commitment in advance, you will receive an additional 10%
discount. Please note that Classified Ads are excluded from this offer.
To submit ads digitally, please send the ad attached to e-mail. Preferred ad
format is .pdf or .tiff. Please do not send Mac files with Quark extensions.
You may submit any of the following types of files: InDesign PageMaker,
Word, WordPerfect, or Photoshop, plus any nonstandard fonts used, along
with .tiff or .pdf files of any artwork. Macintosh files are also accepted,
provided they can be converted or re-created.
For ads with photos or grayscale, scan photos or grayscale art in grayscale
at 350 dpi and save in .tiff or .pdf format. Position photos and compose
text in layout program (either typeset text or scan as line art and position
in layout program; do not scan text as grayscale). Include any nonstandard
fonts used. Please fax a copy of the ad to the editor for comparison of original
and digital versions.
For ads with text and line art only, lay out and scan the entire ad as line art
at 600 dpi and save in .tiff or .pdf format. Fax a copy of the ad to the editor
for comparison of original and digital versions.

Publication Information
The ICES (USPS 020031) newsletter is published monthly (except in September) by the
International Cake Exploration Societé at 324 W. Seward Rd., Guthrie, OK 73044-7806,
Periodicals postage paid at Guthrie and additional mailing offices.
POSTMASTER, PLEASE SEND ADDRESS CHANGES TO: ICES Membership
Coordinator, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, TX 77502-3239.
The ICES newsletter is published to keep members informed about cake decorating and
relevant issues. Members are encouraged to share hints, recipes, patterns and/or photographs.
Regular membership dues are $60 per year or $156 for three years (dues include $24.96 per
year for your subscription to the ICES newsletter); International membership dues are $75
per year or $201 for three years (dues include $55.44 per year for your subscription to the
ICES newsletter); Associate membership dues are $25 per year, and Charter membership
(joined before 09/1977) dues are $20 per year. Dues must be paid in U.S. funds. Membership
is open to any man, woman, or child who is interested in the art of cake decorating.
Material published in the ICES newsletter does not necessarily reflect the opinions of
ICES and/or the Newsletter Editor. All submitted material becomes the property of ICES and
may be edited. ICES and/or the Newsletter Editor cannot be held responsible for the results
from the use of such material. Class, Show and Day of Sharing notices are published as a
public service. Any changes or cancellations are the responsibility of the contact person, not
ICES and/or the Newsletter Editor. Advertisements are accepted and published in good faith.
Any misrepresentation is the responsibility of the advertiser. Do not submit digitally altered
images as originals for publication. The International Cake Exploration Societé and/or the
Newsletter Editor are not liable for any product or service. This publication reserves the right
to refuse any advertising which would be in violation of the objectives of ICES as stated in
the Bylaws. This publication will not publish anything which would be in direct conflict or
competition with ICES or ICES-sponsored events.
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Follow Your Star . . . in Bas Relief
. . . / continued from page 9
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ICES PUBLICITY BANNERS NOW AVAILABLE FOR ORDER
The new ICES publicity banner is here, just in time for your next cake show, mini-class event
or information/display table at the county fair! The 8’ x 3’ banner is made of strong, lightweight, wipe-clean vinyl and features bound edges and heavy duty grommets along the top
and bottom for hanging. Each banner is $65.
For more information or to place your order for an ICES publicity banner, contact Publicity
Chair Karen Garback by e-mail at pbkaren@sbglobal.net or by phone at 440-801-1420. Banners
are made to order; please allow two to three weeks for delivery prior to your event.
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Visit us at ICES
Booth 512 & 514
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Earlene's Turkey Feathers
by Earlene Moore, TX
How-to instructions begin on page 17.
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